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Fixed points in non-normed spaces

I. Differential calculus in locally convex topological vector spaces

which are not normed has been studied by many authors. de Lamadrid
l5l gave a definition of the differential based on the idea of spaces of con-
tinuous mappings. More recently, X'ischer [3] gave a different definition
and proved several differential calculus theorems in addition to a fixed
point theorem. The author [2] used the definition of de Laniadrid to prove
the differential calculus theorems. The purpose of this note is to prove a
fixed point theorem which is more general than that of X'ischer. It should
be noted that both theorems are relatively simple generalizations of the
theorem of Hildebrandt and Graves [4]1).

All notations and definitions, unless otherwise stated aro those of
Bourbaki [1].

2. Let X be a locally convex topological vector space, Xo an
open neighborhoodof 0 iu X , roeX, and f, *o* Xo->X. Let
k > 0. We shall say that the function f satisfies the condition L(k)
if there exists a conrrex, closed, bounded set B c Xo such that fr , A
€rol-Xo and y-relB implies

f(y)-f@) e ).k8.
If X is normable and f is Lipschitz in the ordinary sense with

constant lc , then f satisfies L(k) with the unit sphere taking the
place of B . On the other hand, suppose X is normable and f
satisfies L(k). Let n,U e rof Xo. If B happens to be smaller
than a sphere, say a line segment, then y - r may not be in any non-
zero multiple of B so that we may not conclude that f is Lipschitz in
the ordinary sense.

Let us now consider the definition given in [3]. Here we say, essentially,
that f satisfies L'(k) if for every seminorm, g , there is & number,
rp, suchthatif n,y ero*Xo and p(y-ro)!ro, p(e.,-ro){ro,
then

pff@)-l@)) < kp(a-r)
1) Added, 'in prooJt A sharper form of this theorem has been proved for Banach

spaces by Rolf Nevanlinna [6].
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If L'(k) is satisfied, we can take B to be the set of ru € Xo such
that for all p , p@) ! ro . This is a closed, convex, bounded set.
If r,ye rr!Xo and y-re),8, then p(y-r)!),r0, so

p(f (y) - f (r)) 1k ).rr. This means that l@) - f@) e lk B .

Thus we have shown that L'(k) =- L(k) . The converse is false. This
is most easily seen by noting that in the normable case, L' is equivalent
to the usual Lipschitz condition, while L , as we have seen, is not. It
should also be noted that in locally convex topological vector sp&ces, L'
implies continuity hut L does not.

3. We u.ill now show that a fixed point theorem carl
L instead of L'

Theorem. Let X be conxplete. Let f : r0.- Xo +

f@o)-na € (1 k)8.
Then there erists cL uni,que n € ns * B such tltctt f(*) - n

Proof . \4/e define the sequence (r") by

frn+r: f@*), n ---0,I 
)

We must shor,l' that frn e fro * Xo

BcXr, wohave
so that f (* ") is defined. Since

nL:f@i €Xo+(1 k)B c ro+Xo.
Let us assume that frt . . , frn are in fr, + X, , and

frn - fro € (1 k) B , frn - n,t-l € P'n-' (t

We have,

arld

Hence our assumptions are valid for all n

so that the sequence is well defined.
Irr partictrlar , tn € i',r f,,

trn4mll 
- 

?Jn : trn+m1l - frn+^l In,^ 
- 

Jr---1 ! x'n-l - In

e (lt"+^ !fu**-r +...+ k")(1 -k)B c k"(L -lr**')B c kB.
Hence if V is a convex neighborhood of 0 , there exists tt t 0 such

be proYen using

X sucll tltat f
B. Let

k)8.
fornl

k(1 l;)B,
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that p,BcV. For n sufficiently large, since k<l we have
k { p so rn4m1r - r^ e V Thus the sequence (r*) is cauchy
and has a limit, fr . Since each frn is in ro I B, so is fi . fn fact,
for each rL ,

fi-frnelc"B.
This is so hecause for all w, rn!m!r--r^e kB and kB is

closed. Thus,

f(r) - r" : f(r) - f(r"_r) e l{ B .

Therefore, f(") is the limit of (r.) , i.e., l@) : * .

I-inallyletussupposethat ye ro{B and f(U):y.
Then

s-n:f@)-f(r)ekB-
Thismayberepeatedtoobtain A-nelc"B forall rL, or !/:r.

4. Corresponding to our fixed point theorem, we have the following
implicit function theorem.

Theorem. Let T be a topological space and'

ro: T +Xo, f : (ro(I) +Xr) xT->X
such that,for each teT, themagt f( ,t):ro(t)+Xo*X satisfies
the conditi,ons of the preuious theorem with lc , B ind,epend,ent of t .

Then there erists a u,nique function r '. T --> ro(t) ! B such thqt

f ("(t) , t) : r(t) .

If fro and I are continuous, then r is contitlt{olls.
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of r follos-s b5r applying the

previous theorem for each t.
Let us suppose that fi, and f are continuous. If fr"(t) is con-

tinuous, then r,+r(t) : f (r"(t) , t) is the composition of tr,r,o continuous
firnctions so it is continuous. Hence r"(t) is continuous for all n .

From the proof of the previous theorem, lve have. given a neighborhood of
0 , V , in X , that if n is sufficientlSz large (depending only on
It , B) then n.(t) - r(t) e V . Thus the sequerlce (r"(t)) conlrerges
uniformly to t(t) so n(t) is continuous.
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